Medic Alert Foundation announces the Medic Alert Bracelet. The bracelet bears a brief engraving that identifies the weakness of its wearer or indicates that he is a registered organ donor, the Medic Alert telephone number and a serial number. A telephone call to Medic Alert’s computerized file provides the authorized caller with essential data. Lifetime membership for men, women and children is $7.

Gilison Knitwear Company, Inc., announces the Space Sweater, fashioned in triple tones of blue or gold or red or lilac, knitted in 75 per cent mohair and 25 per cent wool. Available in pro shops throughout the country.

JI Case Company has the new 4-In-1 Buckets for their Uni-Loaders. The bucket can clam, load, doze and scrape. It can be attached or detached from the loader arms with two pins and two couplers. It has a capacity of 13.5 cubic feet and will lift a load of 1,500 pounds to a dump height of 9 1/2 feet. Three models of the Uni-Loader.

Conwed Corp. announces the Conwed Golf Net made of polypropylene mesh. The net is a seven by eight foot rectangle with a chain weight for variable tension. The net and its zinc and brass-plated components resists rust, corrosion and mildew. It retails for under $10.

Calgon Corp., Consumer Products Div., introduces Thermotabs. The salts contained in Thermotabs replace salts lost from body fluids through perspiration. They are available in a strip pack of 25 for $.59. Also in bottles of 100 for $.69; 500 for $2.85; and 1,000 for $3.45.
Lynema Enterprises, Inc., announces the Capri 70 Bench of reinforced fiberglass for indoor or outdoor use. There are five models available in shield-coated colors. The benches range in weight from 65 to 90 pounds and can be weighted to prevent moving or theft.

Decratrend’s Envirocolor line is comprised of liquid chemical color coatings designed for coloring or line-marking grasses and other recreational areas for temporary or semi-permanent use. It can be used for area delineation or environmental control of area surface growth. It is non-toxic, non abrasive, will not cake, powder or rub off. It provides dead flat color without halos and can be applied by brush, roller or spray.

Rolynd Optics Company announces the Rolyn Diamond Marking Pencil for permanent recording of name, address or telephone number on tools, jewelry, cameras, trophies and golf clubs. It is made of metal, 5 3/8 inches in length and has a polished diamond tip. Retail price is $7.95 each and includes an extra diamond point.

(Continued on page 62)
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(Continued from page 61)

Febco, Inc., announces the M-2 Master Controller, a master control watering system designed for automatic irrigation of large turf areas. It has two separate control groups capable of operating up to 25 satellite controllers. The master controller automatically or manually starts the satellite programmed schedules at any 15-minute interval, day or night, on a 14-day watering program. A syringe cycle switch allows for a 2 1/2 minute watering cycle.

Circle No. 109 on reader service card

Strong Electric Corp.'s Kaleidoview Projector features a professional lens and mirror system with a 10-inch FL projector lens, quick change color wheel assembly with hexagonal pattern, a 500 watt 200 hour lamp with built-in reflector, stop-action control and speed control. It projects color from five to seven feet and can be used on screens, walls, ceilings, floors, dancers, crowds and products.

Circle No. 110 on reader service card

Gordon Corp. announces Trimec, a synergistic mixture of 2, 4-D, MCPP and Dicamba. For general broadleaf weed control Fairway brand Trimec, a combination high in 2, 4-D and low in Dicamba is recommended. There is also a preparation for weeds, such as thistle, and for weed control in phenoxy sensitive grasses such as bent and bermuda.

Circle No. 111 on reader service card

Terra-Green Div., Oil-Dri Corp. of America, announces Terra-Green Special Top Dressing for golf course putting greens and tees. Made of virgin montmorillonite, it has a pH of 6.25 and is chemically inert, sterile, inorganic, non-toxic and non-caustic.

Circle No. 112 on reader service card

Kelvinator Commercial Products, Inc., announces the Model BIC-4 built-in ice cream cabinet. It holds six 2 1/2 or three gallon bulk cans or nine elevator baskets. Constructed of galvanized steel, it comes with a stainless steel lid or plexiglass see through lid for merchandise display.

Circle No. 113 on reader service card

Par-Mate's hook-on golf towel is available with club name embossed free. The terry towel measures 14 by 18 inches, has a large metal hook for attaching to golf bag or cart. It is available in various colors and retails for $1. A free display rack is given with an initial order of six dozen towels.

Circle No. 114 on reader service card

Spero Electric Corp. announces the revised 22-page Spero Mercury Vapor Broadlite Handbook containing new specifications on Broadlite Miniature industrial floodlights. The handbook includes ordering information, ballast engineering specifications and engineering application and data. Mounting instructions and beam patterns are included.

Circle No. 115 on reader service card
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